We are with jubilation once again sharing with you that we pride Bank’s pinnacle of success, as your
Invest Bank , the “Bank of Choice” was awarded a Best Enterprise for professional achievements in
the Banking Sector for 2012 by the Socrates International Committee of Oxford, UK. The presentation
ceremony was held in Vienna, Austria on 16th
December 2012. With this award Bank now enters
the European list of reliable partners and a dynamic
enterprise. Mr Sami Rached Farhat recognized as the
driving force was awarded the “Manager of the
Year”, for 2012.
This is
our
Bank’s
second
award
for the
year
following the first one in London in June this
by World
Finance as the “Best Performing Commercial
Bank in
the UAE for 2012”. Such consecutive achievements in
a year are rare and this was possible with the
Bank’s
resoluteness, customers and staff loyalty in making this Bank “your choice” which has helped in making a
name in the European List.
We would like to share this moment of glory as we value our customers business and cherish the long
association with all our stakeholders. This journey and Bank’s fortitude to become a sustainable
enterprise while remaining focused on its core activities in providing working capital, project and trade
finance with dedicated commitment from the management and staff to excel in customer service has
contributed to lasting partnerships with all its stakeholders, translating these to prestigious awards.
Bank believes, in fostering better understanding and promote a dialogue in furthering all our clients’
businesses as economic development in all spheres remains at the core of our strategy and a nucleus to
Bank’s progression. The Bank is proud of its progression and these recognitions that has now placed
Invest Bank amongst the European list of reliable partners and a dynamic enterprise.

